“Machining Blue”
paste on the flanks of a pinion
Tube 0.55 oz
DYKEM® Hi-Spot Most recognized and trusted high spot bearing and gear locater in the world.
Dykem® Hi-Spot is an intensely blue, soft, uniform paste that spreads easily and evenly to show high
spots on bearings. It's most valuable when used on flat bearing surfaces of lathes, planers, milling macines, etc.
A thin coating may be left on the surface day in and day out, and will not dry out. The film remains "wet" and
"transferable", and in condition for months. No night clean-up or morning rebluing is necessary.

Machining Blue

เปรียบเทียบระหวาง

สีเสน
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ใชเช็คหนาสัมผัสไมมโี หลด
(Static contact)
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The preferred solution for all surface preparation, removal, and dilution of Dykem®
Staining Colors.
Dykem® Remover, Cleaner and Thinner cleans and prepares work piece surfaces. It has been
proven that layout fluids and stains adhere better to surfaces that are prepared with this product.
It also serves as an all-purpose industrial cleaner that can remove grease, dirt, and oil on most
work materials. Remover, Cleaner, and Thinner Benefits
• Unique formulation dilutes stains for thinner coatings
• Contains no hazardous chemicals such as 1,1,1-trichloroethane, chlorofluorocarbons or
chlorinated solvents
• Dries in minutes
• Cleans most plastics and glass in minutes
• Thoroughly cleans and prepares metal surfaces
• Removes Mark & Code and Fine Line Marks
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ใชลางทําความสะอาดหนาเกียรกอนทาสีทนน้ํามัน(Dykem Steel Red)

CTL.INTERLUBE CO.,LTD

Remover, Cleaner, and Thinner
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Product Numbers
82038, Aerosol 16 oz.
82638, Bottle 930 mL
82738, Bottle 1 Gallon
82838, Pail 5 Gallons

Brush-In-Cap 8 oz.
บรรจุ 12 กระปองตอลัง

DYKEM® Steel Red
Dykem® has long been the world's best-known and most trusted line of metal fluids.
Machine shop operators depend on Dykem Layout Fluids to scribe sharp, clear, precise lines.
When applied, our layout fluids provide a uniform deep color that prevents glare and dries in 2 to 4 minutes.
Dykem offers layout fluids in six colors. All Dykem Layout Fluids provide an extremely thin film coating which adds
practically no thickness to the work piece material, yet remains flexible without cracking and chipping.
Each Dykem Layout Fluid is resistant to synthetic coolants, soluble oils, kerosene, gasoline and toluene.
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